Preparation for Worship
During this season of social distancing, with the aid of technology we connect in worship. Though separated by location, all are invited to engage in worship together.

Piano Prelude  
*All Things Bright and Beautiful/ For the Beauty of the Earth*  
Arr. Penny Rodriguez

The Light of Presence
The lighting of candles signifies the holy presence alive in all.

Statement of Worship  
*Celebrating Children’s Sabbath*  
Liam Larson

Joy for All Children

Song of Joy  
*Let All the Children Sing!*  
Larry E. Schultz  
*Catherine and Richard Allen Paschal, Vocalists*

Prayers  
*Annabelle and Edie Morse*

Joys and Concerns

Prayers of the People

Passing the Peace through Sign  
*Joanie and Mary Martin*

Scripture Reading  
Isaiah 45:1-7

Sermon  
Reimagining Our Future: Justice and Joy for All Children  
Tommy Cook

Justice for All Children

Song of Gratitude  
*For Living Words*  
Larry E. Schultz  
*Lelah White and Pam Woodall, Vocalists*

For ancient words that speak of love: we offer thanks.  
For words today that shape our lives: we offer thanks.  
For future words as knowledge grows: we offer thanks  
For living words both new and old: we offer thanks.

Bible Presentations

Eve Kasper, Samuel Lee, Lucian Marin, Selby Talley

Benediction

Song of Blessing  
*Go Now in Peace*  
Natalie Sleeth  
*Vocalists from the Youth and Chancel Choirs*
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